
KEY FEATURES AND

ADVANTAGES



With 90% under control of Richard Heart, regular folks like you don't have much say in
what happens. It's like he is driving a car, and you're just in the back seat without having
the choice to say where you want to go
Even if PulseChain is called a decentralized cryptocurrency, I think we can all agree that if
90% of the supply is in one hand, it is not as decentralized as most people might think.
Big Decisions: When a few people have most of the power, they might make decisions that
don't match what everyone else wants, so it can never used as governance token

We only control 10%, so the other 90% is for you and everyone else. This makes it more
decentralized than PulseChain ever can be.
Unlike Pulsechain, Pulsechain Cash can use as a governance token. Voting with Pulsechain
Cash will be fair and transparant.
With only 10% in our hands, there will be no whale manipulation or other shady stuff.
Most investors have greater trust in a cryptocurrency with a lower team-controlled supply
because it shows fairness and transparency.

Introducing PulseChain Cash, the blue chip among cryptocurrencies. As you think about your
choices, you might have heard of PulseChain, our competitor, which keeps most of its
tokens, 90% to be exact, under their control. But here's why PulseChain Cash is the smarter
pick and why you should be on our side. First, let's start with something cool: we and
PulseChain both have a massive supply of 135,085,881,560,694 tokens. That's a lot, right?
But that's where the similarity ends.

Here is why Pulsechain some downsides:
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Now, here's why PulseChain Cash is the clear winner

1.

2.

3.
4.

In a nutshell, PulseChain Cash is more than just digital money, it's a decentralized copy of
PulseChain itself. It shares the same token supply (135,085,881,560,694), same transaction
speed and similar logo as Pulsechain, You will experience: cheap fast and safe transactions, and
it is for more than 90% more decentralized than pulsechain self, people can even see which
wallets are controlled by the team and how much Pulsechain Cash are storage in these wallets,
what makes Pulsechain Cash also more transparent than Pulsechain. The last big difference
between Pulsechain and Pulsechain Cash is that Pulsechain Cash has a clear vision / goal. You
can check our roadmap, litepaper or whitepaper to see what the plans are in the future.
Pulsechain never had any of these things...
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